Abstract-We present an'exact delay analysis for a packet-switching concentrating system co,nsisting of an arbitrary number of active stations connected in tandem by unidirectional, asynchronous transmission lines, all with identical transmission rate. Packetized messages from exogenous sources enter the system at every station, are handled from station to station in a store-and-forward fashion, and exit at the downstream end; there are no intermediate departures. The service discipline at each station is either FCFS, fixed priority, or alternating priority; the transmission of a packet is not interrupted while in progress. We assume that the packets have identical length (in hits), that the sources are independent and that each source generates batch Poisson traffic. The FCFS case was solved by Kaplan [7J and Shalmon and Kaplan [19]. Here we analyze the priority disciplines. For the packets and messages from each source, we obtain the steady-state moment generating functions for their end-to-end waiting times. We offer simple formulas for the corresponding mean waiting times, and show that the Poisson approximation for departures is unreliable. The analysis for all three disciplines generalizes to the case where the line capacities are nonincreasing in the direction of the flow, and for the priority disciplines, it further generalizes to a concentrating tree network, and to an arrival process somewhat more general than batch Poisson.
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IEEE Log Number 8717489. fashion, and exit at the downstream end; there are no intermediate departures. The transmission of a packet is not interrupted, once in progress. The transmission line idles only when the storage buffer is empty. The system is accordingly modeled by a tandem network of queues with sources connected at each node, unidirectional flow, deterministic service times, and nonpreemptive work conserving service discipline. Seve;al service disciplines are of interest: FCFS where at each queue the exogenous and endogenous arrivals are merged in a single buffer, and the packets are sewed in order of arrival; fixed priority where at each queue the endogenous arrivals have priority over the exogenous arrivals (this in order to equalize the response times of the various sources); alternating priority where at each link the exogenous and the endogenous arrivals are sewed exhaustively, in alternating order. We assume that the sources are independent and that each generates batch Poisson traffic.
Related Literature
Where the traffic is offered to the first node only, Friedman [6] , Avi-Itzhak [ show that for a twostage network with sources connected at each node and in which the second line is not faster than the first, neither the busy periods on the output line, nor the overall mean waitingtimes in the network (where the averaging in the computation of the waiting times is done over all the packets, regardless of ' source) are changed when the first line is removed, and both sources are connected directly to the second line. In addition to these "reduction principles," there is a small literature on the delay analysis of tandem queues with sources connected at every node, and where the arrivals are slotted, the service time at each link being equal to the slot duration. This includes Morrison [ 151, who contains the reduction principle for a tree network; Morrison [16] , who computes the generating functions for the queue lengths where there are only two stages; Konheim and Reiser [ 113 where the discipline is fixed priority and the waiting time analysis is shown to reduce to that of a single-server queue; and Meister [13] where the setup is similar to that of Konheim and Reiser.
Results
For the FCFS discipline, and under the restriction that the line capacities are nonincreasing in the direction of the flow, the joint steady-state moment generating function (mgf) of the waiting times at successive queues was obtained in Kaplan [7] where there are only two stations, and in Shalmon and 0090-6778/87/1200-1265$01 .OO 0 1987 IEEE Kaplan [19] where the number of stations is arbitrary. This paper, based on part of Shalmon [20] , presents the analysis for the priority disciplines. The assumption that the service times are nondecreasing in the direction of the flow cannot be relaxed from an analytical point of view. As shown in Section I, it entails that the network has important reduction and regeneration properties. The delay analysis for the priority disciplines, in Section 11, is carried out under the assumption that the line capacities are identical. In this particular case, the steady-state waiting times at successive queues are independent, and we compute their generating function via a stochastic decomposition of independent interest. We emphasize that the independence property is not true if the line capacities are not identical or if the discipline is FCFS. In Section 111, we show how to extend the analysis at an isolated link where the line capacities are not identical. The joint delay analysis for this more general case is still feasible, but more complicated, and' except for a brief discussion, it is not pursued here. Also in Section 111, we discuss briefly extensions ,of the model to concentrating tree networks, and to an arrival process somewhat more general than batch Poisson. The analysis for the priority disciplines extends to these more general cases. The following numerical example shows that the Poisson approximation for departures is unreliable even for the mean values. Assume the input traffic is symmetric and simple Poisson, that the network has eight stages, and that the traffic intensity offered by each source is 0.1 (the total intensity is 0.8). We denote by ( WJ) the mean end-to-end waiting time of source SJ, and by (( W ) ) the overall mean waiting time. The leftmost column below corresponds to FCFS, the middle column to alternating priority, and the rightmost column to fixed priority; in each column, the numbers outside the brackets correspond to the exact analysis, and the numbers inside the brackets correspond to the Poisson approximation; all the numbers are normalized to the transmission time of a packet. We expect the discrepancies to be significantly greater for higher order moments.
I. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
In this section, we focus on the structural properties of the tandem network of queues shown in Fig. 1 . We repeat our main assumptions: 1) the flow is unidirectional; packets exit at the downstream end and there are no intermediate departures, 2 ) the service discipline is work conserving and nonpreemptive, 3) link service times are deterministic (015 representing the service time, in seconds, at link IJ) and nondecreasing in the direction of flow: a 1 5 a 2 5 * . . , 4) the sources SJ are independent; SJ is batch Poisson with mean (batch) interarrival interval X; I and batch size represented by J , with probability generating function (pgf) @,,(z), 5) the system is stable: PJ < 1 for all J where PJ is the probability that IJ is busy.
A . Reduction Properties
We assume in this section that the arrival processes are arbitrary except that each busy period at any link terminates in finite time. If tJ-l(n) denotes the start of the nth IJ-, busy period, and VJthe number of packets served in that busy period, then IJ-1 is busy until tJ-l(n) + vJ-laJ-I at which point it becomes idle. The packet which finds IJ-idle (and starts the busy period there) is released at IJ at a moment ( Y J -1 seconds after its arrival. A packet which finds I,_ busy is released at IJ at a moment aJ-after its predecessor. With each packet released from IJ-the unfinished work at I , increases by CYJ. The assumption aJ-1 5 CYJ implies that (even in the absence of arrivals from IJ) 1) If IJ-1 is busy at time t then IJ is busy at t + CYJ-1 .
2) If IJ is idle at time I , then IJ-1 is idle at t -C Y -1. The equivalent statements 1) and 2) express two key properties of the model: first that the transport delay (neglecting waiting time) is deterministic, and second that busy periods do not break in the direction of the flow. In particular, if a packet P departs from 1,-1 at time t and finds IJ idle, then it arrives at IJ-1 at time t -CYJ-1 and finds it idle. The interval An arrival (or departure) process is said to be labeled if to each arrival (departure) epoch is attached a label specifying the source and the order of arrival (from its source) of the arriving (departing) packet. Where such information is missing, the process is said to be unlabeled. By virtue of the work conserving, nonpreemptive, deterministic character of I,, the unlabeled departure epochs from I , are determined by the busy periods of IJ. In the next theorem, we present the reduction principle. By a pure delay of a seconds, we mean a o / D / -queue with service times a. Theorem I): Fix J . Replace 11, * , lJ-by pure delays a~, ... , a J -l , respectively. Then for each busy period of IJ and for arbitrary arrivals:
a) The unlabeled departure process from IJ is unchanged. b) For the fixed and the alternating priority disciplines, the labeled departure instants from IJ of endogenous and exogenous packets are unchanged.
Proof: Assume first that J = 2. Let Ar2,1(n) denote the total number of packets (both endogenous and exogenous)
submitted to I2 during the nth II active period; let A V,,,(n) denote the change in the unfinished work across the same period. From a), AC2,l(n) is nonnegative and equal to [A~2,~(n)a2 -vl(n)al]. Let now link It be replaced by a pure delay a l .
The arrivals from S2 are unchanged. The arrival instant at I, of the packet which initiated the nth active period of I I is unchanged (the packet experienced no waiting time at I l ) . All the v l ( n ) packets still arrive at 12 during the nth active period.
Thus, Ar2,1(n)a2r the cumulative input work during the nth active period of 11, is unchanged. Each packet, except possibly the first, still finds I2 busy (a1 5 a2). Thus, AV2,1(n) is unchanged; the unfinished work at I2 during the passive periods of II is unchanged; the busy periods of I2 are unchanged; the unlabeled departure process of IJ is unchanged. That proves a).
For the fixed and the alternating priority disciplines, assume that the exogenous and the endogenous unfinished work at I2 at the start of the II active period under observation are unchanged; this assumption is trivially true at the start of the first I I active period. Due to the nonpreemptive, deterministic character of the links, that implies, in particular, that the b) To invariance of the unlabeled departure process corresponds invariance of the overall sample average of packet waiting and response time where overall means that the averaging is done over all incoming packets, regardless of source.
We emphasize that the invariance in the departure process is a sample path property and applies to arbitrary input processes. Note that if the arrival processes are stationary and independent, then for the purpose of computing the statistics of the departure process the delays can be removed, and Theorem 1) then implies that the network reduces to a single link with service time C Y J . In this form, the reduction principle, for unlabeled departure processes only, and for a two-stage network, was stated in Ziegler and Schilling [23], and extended, also for unlabeled processes, in Morrison 1151 to a concentrating tree network where the arrivals are slotted and synchronous, and where the service time at each link is equal to the slot duration. In the slotted synchronous case, a much stronger result is true for the fixed priority discipline. It is easy to s.ee that the arrivals from S2, S,, * are transparent for those from SI; the arrivals from &, S4 * * arrivals are transparent for those from S2, and so on. Thus, in the slotted, synchronous case and f o r the fixed priority discipline the labeled departure process and the sample path waiting and response times are unchanged if each link is replaced by the corresponding pure delay.
B. Regeneration Properties
implies that the departure process of IJ is distributed as the departure process of a batch M / D / 1 queue with mean (batch) arrival rate A, = Xi; packet service time CYJ; size of batch represented by {J where {J -t i with probability Xi/AJ, i = 1, 2 , . * . , J . Thus, from standard results, the idle periods of IJ are exponentially distributed with mean A;'; the steady-state probability that IJ is busy is pJ = AJCYJE{J; the pg f 6,,(z) of the number of packets served in a busy period of IJ unlquely satisfies the implicit equation
In our case, the arrivals are batch Poisson and Theorem 1) ' Furthermore, we can identify a set of points in time and space at which the queueing processes at each link regenerate. By iterating b), we get (still for arbitrary arrivals) c) For
. , J -1, packets from ST generated after t -C V --* -cyI remain upstream of IJ at t ; if is idle at t,. then packets from SI generated prior to t -C X J -~ -. . * -ai are downstream of IJ at t .
The meaning of c) can be visualized with the help of Fig. 3 . Curve CJ(t) reflects the transport delay, neglecting waitingtime, in the network. Packets which enter 11 ( I < J ) in that region of the Ii time-axis to the right of cJ(t) are upstream of IJ at t . From this it follows that the IJ load at t depends only on packets which enter the network in that region of the time-axis to the left of c J ( t ) . These are downstream of l~a t t whenever t is an lJ idle'instant. For batch Poisson arrivals the idle periods are exponentially distributed. From the memorylessness property of the exponential distribution and the above discussion, we have that d) For batch Poisson arrivals, if t is,an IJ idle instant, then the queueing and departure processes at / J prior to t are independent of the queueing and arrival process at lJ at or after t and of the queueing and arrival processes at li at or after tThus, if t is an IJ idle instant, the points t , t -C Y J -I , * , t -C X ---. -011 are regeneration points for the queueing processes in l~, I J -~, . * e , 11, respectively. Let P be a tagged packet of SJ. From Theorem l), for the FCFS, fixed priority, and alternating priority disciplines, the labeled departure instants of SJ packets from IJ, / J + 1, * . . The size, in packets, of the active period of lo is represented by to. The tagged packet P can no? be interpreted to originate from S1.
For K = 1 , 2, * . let PK represent the packet which icitiates the IK busy period containing P . From the definition, Pk finds IK idle. If P and PK are identical, then P , PI, * * * , PK are all identical and P finds 11, I,, . . * , lK all idle. Thus, the joint queueing process is regenerative and for P K < 1 it possesses a 'stationary distribution. For K = 1, 2 , . * . let WK(P) repfesent the waiting time of P at 1~. For K-= 2 , 3, . * * let W K ( P ) represent the waiting time at IK for P K -,. The following result is basic. 
II. DELAY ANALYSIS
As before, we can set J = 1 without loss of generality, provided we introduce a fictitious link lo, playing, the role of IJ-and a fictitious source So, representing the superposition of SI, S,, . * , S f -1. For the fixed priority and the alternating priority disciplines, the analysis simplifies considerably (without losing much in practical applicability) if we assume that CXK = a, all K . In this particular case, it follows that W K ( P ) = mK(P) for all K = 2, 3, . . * . Combining this with Theorem 2) in Section I, we have that W l ( P ) , W,(P), . . e , are steadystate independent. We emphasize that this is not the case if the line .capacities are not identical or if the discipline is FCFS (see Section 111). The input to each queue I K , K = 1, 2, * , is a superposition of an exogenous Poisson process and an endogenous process which is the departure process of a batch M / D / 1 queue; computing the joint steady-state distribution of W l ( P ) , W , ( P ) , * * . reduces to computing the steady-state distributions for the waiting times of the exogenous and endogenous packets at an isolated queue; without loss of generality the isolated queue could be I 1 . We assume in Section 11-A and B below that P is the first packet in its SI batch. It is easy to extrapolate for the waiting time of an arbitrary packet.
Let R ( P ) be the rank of service of an arbitrary packet in its SI batch (first serviced packet has rank 0, second serviced packet has rank 1, and so on). The difference in waiting times occurs only at II where it is equal to R ( P ) a . Note that R ( P ) is the backwards recurrence time in a discrete renewal process with interval distributed as El. From standard results, the steadystate pgf of R ( P ) is (1 -6E,(z))/E~1(1 -z) .
A . The Fixed Priority Discipline
We compute first the steady-state mgf for the waiting times at II of the endogenous packets from Io. The basic idea is to reduce the analysis to the case where the 'high-priority endogenous arrivals have preemptive resume priority over the low-priority exogenous arrivals. As both disciplines (preemptive and nonpreemptive) are work conserving, the unfinished work at I 1 is the same for both disciplines. The server delays to serve the high-priority arrivals for at most the service time of one low-priority packet. We note that the instants at which the low-priority packets start service are the same for both disciplines, and that at any time the unfinished work due to the high-priority packets in the system and to the low-priority packet in service (if any) is the same for both disciplines, In the nonpreemptive case, this quantity represents (when evaluated at an arrival instant) the waiting time of a high-priority packet, which we seek. In the preemptive case, the same quantity is the sum of the waiting time of that high-priority packet and the remaining service time of the low-priority packet (if any) when-interrupted by the onset of an highpriority service period to which the low-priority packet belongs. The high-and low-priority sources being independent, so are the two components of the sum. Assume that the discipline is preemptive resume. The first component is the waiting time of the high-priority packets, neglecting the lowpriority packets; in our case (ao = a l ) it is zero. It remains to compute the second component. The high-priority service periods occupy a fraction of time equal to po. The low-priority arrivals can get service only outside the high-priority service periqds, and occupy a fraction of time equal to pI -po. Pinch each high-priority service period to a point. On the compressed time axis, the fraction of time occupied by the lowpriority service periods is (PI -po)/(l -PO). The highpriority service periods are separated by exponentially distributed intervals; when pinched they form a Poisson process. Poisson arrivals see time averages, Wolff 1221, and so it follows that ( p I -po)/(l -po) is also the steady-state probability for a high-priority service period to preempt a lowpriority arrival. It also follows that the remaining service time of a preempted low-priority packet is uniformly distributed in [0, a)(and more generally distributed as the residual lifetime in a point process formed by the concatenation of the low-priority service times). The above decomposition is basic in priority models. Where p 1 2 1, it reduces (by replacing p I by 1) to the decomposition in models with so-called server vacations, obtained for Poisson high-priority arrivals in Fuhrman [5] and in Levy and Kleinrock [12] . Let Wl(Io) represent the steadystate distribution of the waiting time of Io packets at II in the nonpreemptive case. From the above analysis, Wl(Io) is zero with probability (1 -p1)/(1 -PO), and with complementary probability it is uniformly distributed in [0, a). Its mgf is given by
We compute. next the waiting and response times of SI packets and messages. -From the Corollary to Theorem I), the steady-state distribution of the waiting and response times of SI packets and messages at II are invariant if we replace IO by a pure delay a. So the problem is reduced to that of a deterministic server with two-batch Poisson sources; the lower priority source iS SI, the higher priority source has (batch) arrival rate A,, and batch size represented by {o. The following are self-explanatory and well known, Kleinrock (exp (-sa)) ). given by ( 1 . 1 ) . From a) and b), and by using (1. l), we obtain
The pgf @,,(z) is
CO(S)
where
Co(s)=s+Ao(l -P v 0 (exp (-sa))).
Remark:
For the waiting time of II packets, we used the reduction and asymptotic independence properties of the tandem network to calculate the distribution of the random variable V (step a) in the analysis). Alternatively, and more generally, we could have proceeded directly, by using as an intermediate step the decomposition principle used to obtain the distribution of Wdlo).
B. The Alternating Priority Discipline
From Theorem l), the labeled departure instants of SI packets (and messages) from II are invariant if we replace lo by a pure delay a. Note that the labeled departure instants of SO packets from II are invariant as well. (Of course where SI is interpreted as S, and lo as I,-the labeled departure instants of SI, * * , SJ-I are not invariant.) So, for the waiting time of SI packets at I I and for the total waiting time of SO packets at IO and ZI, the problem reduces to that of a deterministic server with service time a and with two batch Poisson sources; SI with arrival rate X, and batch size f and So with arrival rate X, and batch size c0. The solution for two simple Poisson sources with general service time is given in Takacs 121 1. Here we assume that P is the first packet in its batch, and so we can replace the batch arrivals by simple Poisson arrivals with service times t l a for 11, and loa for Io. The only problem left is to separate the total waiting time of an SO packet into its components, the waiting time at 10 and the waiting time at I1.
The waiting time ,of SO packets at IO is that of a batch M / D / 1 queue; moreover, in our case (aJ = a), the two waiting times are steady-state independent. Below, WI(lo) represents the steady-state waiting time of lo packets at I1 and Wl(S1) represents the waiting time of (the first packet in) a SI batch at ZI. The mgf formulas are taken from Takacs with appropriate adjustments. 1 (exp (-sa)) ))* @,&) is given by ( 1 . 1 ) . represents the number of tasks served in a-busy period of II with only SI as input, i.e., its pgf is given implicitly by @,l,l(z) = @,,(z exp [ -X l c r ( l -@,l,l(z))l).
Remark:
Our arguments used the asymptotic independence and the reduction properties of the tandem network, together with known results derived by Takacs via an embedded Markov chain. Alternatively, and more generally, we could have proceeded directly, by using as an intermediate step the decomposition principle.
C . Mean Delays The Overall Mean DeIay
Theorem 1) and its corollary describe a transformation that preserves the unlabeled departure process from IJ and the -overall mean delay (averaged over all sources). In particular, for simple Poisson arrivals, the overall mean waiting time is 
The Fixed Priority Discipline
The results are
The quantities by which the Poisson approximation exceeds the exact values are the same as in the alternating priority case.
EXTENSIONS
Tree Networks .
The tandem network 11, -. , IN analyzed could be viewed as the path of SI tasks in a unidirectional tree concentrating network where multiple-deterministic links merge at each node and where link service times do not decrease in the direction of the flow. IN is to be interpreted as the output link; the Jth node, as the root of a (sub)tree, and SJ as the sum of the departure processes from the deterministic links which merge at I, and of the exogenous arrival processes at the Jth node.
The nesting of the busy periods and, for Poisson arrivals, the regeneration of the queueing process at IN idle instants, carry through, and so all the results in Section I, both for arbitrary and Poisson arrivals, apply to the unidirectional tree network. In particular, if each link in the tree, except the output link, is replaced by a corresponding pure delay, the unlabeled departure process from the output link is unchanged. In a tree network, there is no natural ordering of sources in terms of transport delay so the fixed priority discipline loses some significance. The alternating priority discipline has a natural analogue, cyclic priority. Clearly, if each link gives cyclic exhaustive service to the various endogenous and exogenous sources, then a) and b) in Theorem 1 ) remain true for each tandem path in the tree network, and so for cyclic service, the joint delay analysis carries through to a tree network. A combination of fixed and cyclic priorities is also analyzable. There does not seem to be an easy way to extend the FCFS analysis to a tree network. The joint analysis of successive waiting times is more complicatcd but still feasible. In Section I, we showed that Wl(P), Wz(P), . * , ~K ( P ) are steady-state independent.
Note that WK(P) 2 w,(P) for all K . More precisely, let R K ( P ) be the rank of departure of P within the busy period of IK to which P belongs (first departed packet has rank 0, second departed packet has rank 1 , and so on). The departure instants of P K -I and P from IK-I are separated by an interval
~K -I R K -I ( P )
long. Thus, for the priority disciplines, W K ( P )
For the FCFS discipline, there is an additional term corresponding to the load brought . by the SK packets arriving during the aK-IRK-l(P) long interval. RK(P) is nondecreasing in K and dependent on W K .
So W l ( P ) , . * e , W K ( P ) , * . * are_ steady-state dependent. Let (WK, I&), to express the dependent increments R K ( P ) -R K ( P ) as random sums of independent variables, and thus to obtain the joint generating function of the waiting times distribution. ,
M-D *G A rrivats
The departure process from a batch M / D / 1 queue, consisting of alternating active and passive periods, exemplifies a class of point processes which we refer to as M-D*G. M signals the memorylessness of the passive periods, G the fact that the number of points in the i.i.d. active periods has a general distribution, and D the fact that the intervals between points within an active period are deterministic. The process regenerates at each point inside a passive period; the alternating renewal process formed by the active and passive periods is regenerative in the sense of Kingman [9] . An M-D*G process is specified by the mean length X I of the inactive periods, the length a of the interval separating points within an active period, and the distribution (pgf) of the integer-valued random variable . $ representing the number of points in an active period. Besides representing the departure process from a batch M / D / 1 queue, the M-D*G process is also a model for a packetized message source where the processing time incurred in packetizing or in the delivery time of a packet to the transmission facility is not negligible compared to the packet transmission time. Where the processing time is negligible, a = 0 and the M-D*G process reduces to a compound Poisson process. The M-D*G process has a simple conservation property: a deterministic server with multiple M-D*G inputs has M-D*G departures, provided that each input, when active, produces tasks at intervals no greater than the service time. The regeneration properties c) and d) in Section I c apply when the SJ are sums of M-D*G processes. Thus, if the exogenous arrivals to the tree multiplexing network of the previous section are a sum of M-D*G processes, the endogenous arrival process at each link is also a sum of M-D*G processes. Moreover, the steady-state independence property clearly is applicable as well, and so the analysis of delays for the tree multiplexing network reduces to that of a single deterministic server with multiple M-D*G inputs.
There are a number of papers concerned with a single deterministic link and multiple-M-D*G inputs; each input, when active, presents work to the server at a rate equal to the service rate. Rubinovitch [18] and Kaspi and Rubinovitch [8] compute the generating function of the duration of the busy period; the application is data storage. Kingman [SI and Cohen [3] 
